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Abstract 
Many people had discussed spectral geometry and spectral graph theory. In 
this thesis, for the purpose of comparison, we will survey some methods which 
work for the two cases. For spectral geometry, we will study some methods 
due to J. Cheeger, Peter Li and S. T. Yau. In particular, we will consider the 
relations between the eigenvalues on manifolds and the Cheeger constant, Harnack 
inequality, heat kernel, isoperimetric constant and the diameter. For spectral 
graph theory, we will introduce some methods due to F. R. K. Chung and S. T. 
Yau. These methods depend on the discrete version of Cheeger constant, Harnack 
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Let M denote an n-dimensional compact manifold w i th or wi thout boundary. 
The Dirichlet boundary condition or the Neumann boundary condition is posed 
if the boundary of M is not empty. The Laplace operator A of M is generated 
by the Riemannian metric. For a compact manifold M , we know that A is a 
self-adjoint elliptic operator, and has discrete eigenvalues. About the spectral 
of A, the reader can refer to [2], We denote the nonzero eigenvalues of M by 
< < • • • < Ati ^ CO as n —> cx). 
The methods of estimating the eigenvalues of M have been discussed by many 
authors, and they obtained many great results. For example, J. Cheeger[4] de-
fined a constant h^ - Using the invariant h ^ of M , he derived a lower estimate 
h 2 
for the first nonzero eigenvalue in terms of the constant, Ai > I f the Ricci 
curvature of M is non-negative, and the Neumann boundary condition is chosen if 
the boundary of M is not empty, then by considering the gradient estimate of the 
first nonconstant eigenfiinction, L i and Y a u [ l l j obtained a Harnack inequality. 
Using this inequality, they gave a lower estimate for the first nonzero eigenvalue， 
in terms of the diameter d of A/, Ai > Subsequently the result was improved 
2 
to Ai > ^ by Zhong-Yang[16]. Yau[15] considered an isoperimetric constant and 
obtained some properties of the constant. Uti l izing the method of Yaii in [15], L i 
5 
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and Yau defined another isoperimetric constant and got some similar properties. 
By those properties, L i and Yau[ll] obtained a lower estimate for the ( m + l ) - s t 
2 
eigenvalue of an n-dimensional compact manifold M , A爪， > C(受)〜where C is 
a constant depending on n, m, the diameter, the radius of convexity, the volume 
and the lower bound of the Ricci curvature. 
A graph G consists of a vertex-set and an edge-set. The Laplacian £ of G 
comes from the structure of G, and is defined to be a symmetric matr ix, so that 
the eigenvalues of i t are all real and non-negative. We denote by 0 = Aq < Ai < 
• • • < An—1 the eigenvalues. Chung[5] and Yau have done a lot of works on the 
spectral of a graph. One can define a constant he, called Cheeger constant, similar 
to the constant h ^ of a compact manifold，and one can obtain an upper estimate 
八2 
and a lower estimate of the eigenvalue Ai, 2/?心 > Ai > -f- . For certain abelian 
homogeneous graphs and strongly convex subgraphs, Chung and Yau[8] proved 
a Harnack inequality. Using the inequality, they derived a lower estimate for the 
first nonzero eigenvalue and the Neumann eigenvalue in terms of the diameter D 
and the degree k, Ai(or A " ) > g ^ . In [9], Chung and Yau proved a Sobolev 
inequality. Ut i l iz ing the Sobolev inequality and discrete heat kernel estimates, 
they got a lower estimate for the (m+1)-st eigenvalue A爪 in terms of m, the 
volume volG, isoperimetric dimension 6 and isoperimetric constant Cs, namely, 
\ 、 哪 一 1)2 f m Y 
Am ^ — ^ ~ ~ — . 
2eS^2l \yolGj 
Manifolds and graphs are two different types of spaces, but there is an in-
teresting analogy between spectral geometry and spectral graph theory. Some 
concepts and methods of spectral geometry can be successfully carried out in 
spectral graph theory. Meanwhile, as pointed out by Chung and Yau some meth-
ods of spectral graph theory may lead to new directions and results in spectral 
geometry. For example, Chung and Yau[7] developed a universal approach to 
estimating the eigenvalues of manifolds and graphs. 
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2.1 The Laplacian of a compact manifold 
For an n-dimensional compact manifold M w i th or wi thout boundary, let 
(.Ti, .T2, • • • , Xn) be a local coordinate system The Laplacian of M is defined as 
follows: 
1 d f 「 “ d \ 
” g l ： 祐 { g g ] 命 1 
where g =det(狗)，（” is the inverse of (p”.). Let L\[M) be the completion of 
w i th respect to the norm 
l l / l | 2 = [ / 2 + / |V/|2， 
J M J M 
for all f e and Ll^(M) denote the completion of 
I f dM = (j), the eigenvalues of A are all the real values A for each of which 
there exists a nontrivial solution f G L\{M) to 
A / + A / = 0, (2.1) 
Since M is compact, A is a self-adjoint elliptic operator on L\{M). By spectral 
theory, we know that A has discrete eigenvalues, and we denote them by 0 二 
8 
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Ao < A i < /\2 < • • • < An < • • •, An oo as n ^ CO. I f dM • 0，we usua l ly 
impose one of the following boundary conditions: 
(1) Dir ichlet boundary condition: f\dM 二 〇 . I n this case, the eigenvalues of 
A are all the real values A for each of which there exists a nontr iv ia l solution 
f e Lli{M) to equation(2.1), and the eigenvalues are denoted by 0 < Ai < As < 
• • • < An < • • •, An —^  oo as n —> CO. 
(2) Neumann boundary condition: | 謝 = 0 , where u is the outer normal 
direction along dM. In this case, the eigenvalues of A are all the real values A 
for each of which there exists a nontr iv ia l solution f e L\{M) w i t h %\dM = 。 
to equation(2.1)，and the eigenvalues are denoted by 0 二 A。< 入1 $ A2 S … S 
入n £ ...，入n — CO as n — CO • 
Let 
(a) H = { f e L\[M) ： Jm f = 0 } , i f dM = 
(b) H = Lq if dM + 0 and Dir ichlet boundary condition is posed; 
(c) H = {f G L ? ( M ) : I f l a M 二 0 and /似 / = O}, i f dM + 小 and 
Neumann boundary condition is posed. 
By the Min -Max principle(refer to [1]), we have 
Ai = inf j y , 
f 幼 A/1/1' 
「 v f ' 
f讯fi龟]Xv/I/I 
where A; 二 1,. • • , n and denote an eigenfimction corresponding to X〕. 
2.2 The Laplacian of a graph 
A graph G is a finite nonempty set of vertices together w i th a set of unordered 
pairs of distinct vertices of G called edges. The vertex set of G is denoted by 
V[G), and the edge set of G is denoted by E{G). An edge {u, v] is said to jo in 
the vertex u to the vertex v and is denoted by u 〜v. We also say that u and v 
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are adjacent. The degree dy of a vertex v is the number of vertices adjacent to 
y and the volume of G, denoted by volG, is defined to be the summation J ] dy. 
V 
The Laplacian /： of a graph G is defined to be the matr ix: 
/ 
1 \iu = V and dy • 0, 




In addition, we consider the matrix L, defined as follows: 
/ 
dy if u = f , 
L{u, v) — < —1 [[ u ^ V , 
0 otherwise. 
\ 
Let T denote the diagonal matrix wi th the entry having value dy. If the 
graph G is nontrivial( i.e without isolated vertex), then T—i is well-defined, and 
it is easv to see that 
•J 
C = T - 、 L T - l (2.2) 
Let .4 be the adjacency matrix of a graph G 
/ 
1 if II ^ v. 




C = I - 丁 - ^ A T - 、 (2.3) 
A /r-reguiai- graph G means rhar, d^.三 k for all r £ V(G). Thus for a /c-regular 
graph G on n vertices, k — 0. we have 
乙 = / — f.4. (2.4) 
where I is the n x ；? identity niarrix. 
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Let g denote an arbitrary real value function, defined on V{G), then 
<g.Cg> = < g , T - 精 部 g〉 
< g.g > — < 9,9 > 
= < f , L f > 
— < T V 2 / , r i / 2 / 〉 
- f9 5) 
V 
where f satisfies f = T-、-g, and ^ denotes the sum over all unordered pairs 
U〜V 
{u,v} for which u and v are adjacent. The inner product is just ( f , h)= 
z n 尋 ) • 
X 
We denote the eigenvalues of by 0 = Aq < Ai < , • • • , < A„.-i. I f g is an 
eigenfunction achieving some eigenvalue A ,^ then the function / = is called 
a harmonic eigenfunction achieving A,；. I t is easy to see that the constant function 
1 is a harmonic eigenfunction and T ^ l is an eigenfunction of L wi th eigenvalue 
0. Furthermore, 
Theorem 2.1 
E { f { u ) - f { v ) f 
Ag = Ai = inf " " 〜 ^ ⑶ , (2.6) 
/ 丄 T i Y . p [ v ) d y 
V 
\ U〜V { C\ 
入n—1 = sup ~ ~ s r f V M . 2.7 
f L / - (求 
V 
Proof. For a graph G on n vertices, by the definition of we know that L is 
a symmetric matrix. Thus there is an n x n real orthogonal matrix U such that 
C == UMJT, (2.8) 
where U^ is the transposed matrix of [/ , and 
八 = . . 
\ ,、-1 J 
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Let U 二 [^ 0^，以2，. • • , tin-i], then equality (2.8) implies 
iZpUO，• . .，Un-i] 二 [A Q Z^O，...，. 
Hence, the column tm of U is an eigenfunction achieving the eigenvalue \ of C. 
For any funct ion g : V[G) — IR, w i t h Q-Luq, meaning v^g 二 0，we have 
、g)〔g、= gTfig 
二 gTUMjTg 




= X i g T g 
=〈仏力， 
which implies 
\ z . f {9, ^9) / \ i < inf — - . 
5丄uo 
I f g is an eigenfunction achieving Ai, then the equality holds. Thus 
Ai 二 mf (2.9) 




2 = 0 
T 7 . - 1 
1=0 
= K - i i g . g )； (2.10) 
which implies 
入n-i > s u p - — — - . 
g \9.g) 
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I f g is an eigenfunction achieving An—1，then the equality holds. Thus 
An-1 = s u p - ； 
g {9,9} 
this implies that (2.7) is true. • 
From the proof of equality (2.6), i t is easy to see that for a general k, we have 
E ( / M - / W ) ' 
h . = inf " " 〜 . 9 / w ‘ (2-11) 
/丄:TPk-i E PN^v 
V 
where P i is the subspace generated by the harmonic eigenfunctions f i 二 T~、-gi 
corresponding to A ,^ ioi i < k — 1. 
2.3 Some basic facts about the eigenvalues of a 
graph 
In a graph G, a path joining two vertices v and ti is a finite, alternating 
sequence 
V 二孙，61，灼，62, •• • ,EI,VI =U 
satisfying 
(1). 67； = {叫:-1,1；7:}，2 = 1, • • • , I are edges of G, and 
(2). V, + VJ, if I • J, 2，J = 1，.. •，/. 
A path joining v and u is usually denoted by P = (wo，？''i，• • • , vi = u), and I is 
said to be the length of the path. A graph G is connected, if for any two vertices 
V, u G V{G) there exists at least one path joining them. A graph G is complete, 
if for arbitrary two vertices v, u G V{G), we have v 〜u. G is said to be bipartite, 
if there exist two subsets A,B C. V{G) w i th AiJ B = V{G) and n 5 = 0 
such that any two vertices v, u contained in the same set A or B are nonadjacent. 
There are some facts about the eigenvalues of a graph. 
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Lemma 2.1 For a connected graph G with n vertices, n > 2, we have 
(a): 
Y] = 化 
i 
(b): If G ts not complete, we have 0 < A i < 1. 
n 
Al< 7 
n — I 




n — 1 
(e) For alii <n — 1, we have 
A. < 2 
with Xn-i = 2 if only if G is bipartite. 
Proof, (a) Since G is connected, by the definition of C, we have 
T.r{C) 二 n. 




y^ A, 二 N. 
• i 
(b). Suppose / is a harmonic eigenfiinction achieving Aq = 0; then by (2.6)， 
for any two adjacent vertices u and u, we have f{v) = f{u). Since G is connected, 
f must be constant function. Thus the multipl icity of the eigenvalue Aq 二 0 is 1， 
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which implies Ai > 0. To prove the second part of the inequality, we assume that 
G contains two nonadjacent vertices UQ and VQ, and we consider the function 
/ 
duo if w = VQ, 
fiM = S - 4 。 i f w 二购， 
0 otherwise. 
\ 
I t is clear that fi 丄 T"l，then from (2.6) we have 
\ ^ V 〜u 1 
E / i m 二 1. 
V 
(c). From (a) and Aq = 0, we get 
n—1 
i ？：二 1 
I f the equality holds, by (b), then G must be complete. Conversly, if G is complete, 
then dy =71- I ioi all v G V{G). By the definition of C, we have 
/ 1 —丄 ― 丄 \ 
n - l . • • n-1 
L. 1 —_i_ 
£ 二 n-l 丄 ... n-l 
• • . • 
• • ‘ . 
L 1 
\ n - l 丄 / 
I t IS easy to see that the characteristic equation of L is 
n — 1 
Solving the equation above, we obtain 
/\〇=0， Ai 二…二 = ~-~• 
n - 1 
Therefore, Ai = ^ if only if G is complete. 
(d) follows from the fact 
n - l 
.几 二 I]入:< ( n - 1)A„一 1. 
i = l 
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(e). We note that 
X ] ( / M — m f < 2 E _ + = 2 E ‘ 
U〜V U〜V 
thus, by (2.7), we have 
E ( / ⑷ - m f 
入仏= 佩 <2. 
V 
I f An-1 二 2，then f{v) = -fi^u) for any two adjacent vertices v, u e V{G). 
Let vo,uo be two adjacent vertices, we define A = {v : f{v) 二 / ( ” 0 ) } and 
B = {u : f{u) 二 . Since G is connected, and / 0, we have that 
A U B = 7(G)，A 门 5 = 0 and for any two vertices v and u, v is not adjacent 
to u if v,u e A{orB). Therefore, G is bipartite. In opposite direction, if G is 
bipartite we can choose the function f so as to make A„.-i = 2. 
This completes the proof. • 
L e m m a 2.2 Let f denote a harmonic eigenfunction achieving 入丄，then for any 
vertex v G V{G), we have 
^ E 删-/M) 二 淋 (2.12) 
O'v 
u，v 〜u 
Proof. Since / is a harmonic eigenfunction achieving Ai, g=T^ f is an eigen-
function achieving Ai, thus Lg—Xig. Hence 
T - ' L f = = T'h^g = XJ, 
which implies that for all v G G, we have 
T - ' L f { v ) = XJiv). 
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On the other hand, we note that 
T - ' L f { v ) = Y . T - \ v ^ u ) L f { u ) 
uev{G) 
= U f i v ) 
dy 
- J Y . 丄 ( 一 / ⑷ 
uev(G) 
= I T a 则 - 麟 
U’U 〜V 
Thus，the lemma is true. • 
Chapter 3 
Bound of the first non-zero 
eigenvalue in terms of Cheeger 
constant 
3.1 The Cheeger constant 
In order to estimate the first non-zero eigenvalue \M of a compact manifold 
M , J. Cheeger had defined a constant /?"v/，which is called Cheeger constant. For 
a graph, one can define a Cheeger constant too. For an n-dimensional compact 
manifold M with or without boundary, the Cheeger constant HM of M is defined 
as follows: 
(a). If (9M = set 
hixr = mf 
where A{ ) denotes the (n-l)-climensional measure, V{ ) denotes the n-dimensional 
measure and the infimiim is taken over all smoothly embedded hypersurfaces S 
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(b). I f dM ^ (j), set 
where S 门 dM 二 令，and M: is the unique submanifold of M w i th dMi = S. 
In the case on a graph G, let S denote a subset of V{G). We say a graph H is 
an induced subgraph of G determined by 5, if V [ H ) = S and E{H) 二 {{^ ^，？々 G 
E[G) \ u,v £ S]. The induced subgraph H is usually denoted by S, if there is 
no confusion. The volume vol5 of the induced subgraph S is defined to be 
vol5 二 ^  d^. 
xes 
The following set dS is called the edge-boundary of S: 
dS= { { u , v } e E[G) :ueS and v 朱 S、. 
I f S is the complement of 5 in V{G), then i t is easy to see that dS 二 dS. The 
Cheeger constant he of the graph G is defined as follows: 
, . 丨 as 
fiG = mm — , (3 1) 
s mm (voLS>oL50 
where is the number of the elements of dS. 
In the following sections, we wi l l study the estimates for eigenvalues in terms 
of the Cheeger constant. 
3.2 The Cheeger inequality of a compact mani-
folc. 
L e m m a 3.1 Let M he any compact manifold. 
(a) If dM = (f), then 
h.r < mf 1；^1丨7,丨 
inf /、，f - k 
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where the mfimum is taken over all functions f G Hi^i{M) with /似 / = 0. 
(b) IfdM + then 
厂，•/ 
hM 二 mf 
J M 1 
where the infimum is taken over all functions f G Hi i { M ) . 
Proof. We first prove (b). For f e 对，1(八/)，we may assume / > 0. Let 
Mt 二 {a： G M\f{x) > t}, then by Co-area formula, we have 
[ | V / | = [ A{dMt)dt 
J M Jo 
poo 
> hM / V{Mt)dt 
Jo 
二 hu / 1/ . 
J M 
In opposite direction, we consider a submanifold Mi of M such that 
—A{dM{) 
M = 
and we define a function as follows: 
0, if .T G M \ M i , 
fe 二 dMi), if X e Ml and d{x, dMi) < €, 
1, otherwise. 
\ 




二 I n n i f ^ 
6 - 。 / J / e l 
> mf j y / • 
Ja/ f 
Therefore we have proved (b). To prove (a), we consider an arbitrary function 
f G Ll{M), and choose a real number k such that 
M + = {:7: e A/|/(：?：) - k > 0 } 
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and 
M一 二 { x G M \ f { x ) - k < { ) } 
satisfy the conditions that V[M^) < \V{M) and 1/ (M_) < \V[M). Let g 二 
f 一 k, and 
Mt = {x e M\g{x) > t } , 
then for 力〉0，we have 
V { M t ) < V { M ^ ) < \ v { M ) ^ 
which implies that 
A{dMt) > hM寧t). 
In view of the proof of (b), we have 
/ > fiM / \g • 
J M+ J M+ 
Similarly, we have 
/ |vp| > HM / \gl 
J M- J M-
then 
[ | v p | > hM( [ \g\ + [ I p i ) 
J M \ J M+ J M- J 
=^M / \9 . 
J M 
Thus 
- 4 M - >,, , 
谱 L I P "I — • 
Therefore this proves the lemma. • 
By the theorem above, the lower estimate for the first non-zero eigenvalue of 
M can be obtained easily. 
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C o r o l l a r y 3 .1 For a compact manifold M with boundary，let Ai he the first 
eigenvalue of M with the Dirichlet boundary condition. Then 
A i 〉 乂 
1 — 4 
Proof. Let f be an eigenfunction achieving Ai, then by Lemma 3.1(b) and 
Schwarz inequality, we have 
hM [ f < [ | v f | 
J M J M 
= 2 [ l / I I V / l 
J M 
< 2 { [ f ) H [ \ v f \ ) i . 
J M J M 
On the other hand, we have 
A i / ”二 - f f A f = [ |V/|2 
J M J M J M 
where we have used Gauss Theorem. From the arguments above, we get the 
corollary. • 
C o r o l l a r y 3.2 For a compact manifold M without boundary) let Ai he the first 
non-zero eigenvalue of M. Then we have 
一 4 
Proof. Suppose f is an eigenfunction corresponding to Ai. Let 
A4 = G M \ f { x ) > 0 } 
and 
M- = {.T G M|/( .T) < 0}, 
then M+ ^ cb and M—十(p. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
y { M + ) < then it is easy to see that > h^.f. 
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I f we denote the first eigenvalue of M+ w i th Dirichlet boundary condition by 
A似+，then from 
A / 二 - A i / , 
we have 
A / |m+ 二 _AI/|7V/+， 
which implies that 
Therefore, we have 
\ \ n 
= XM+ > — > — • 口 
3.3 The Cheeger inequality of a graph 
In the section, we wi l l prove the Cheeger inequality of a graph G, 
2hG > X i > ^ . 
The proof for the first part of the Cheeger inequality is simple. 
L e m m a 3.2 
2hG > Ai 
Proof. Let .Y C V{G) satisfies 
, I 叫 
"心= 
then by (3.1), we have 
voLY < vo lZ , 
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where 'X is the complement of X. 
We define a function 
f i f … Y ， 
— ^ ^ otherwise. 
Clearly /丄1，by substi tut ing f into (2,6)，we obtain 
\ < 




- v o l X 
=2hG. • 
Next, we wi l l prove the second part of the Cheeger inequality 
T h e o r e m 3 . 1 For a connected graph G, 
hi Ai > 1 — 2 
Proof. Let n be the number of the vertices of G. Suppose / is a harmonic 
eigenfunction achieving Ai. We label the vertices of G as t;i，• • .，〜such that 
/(>?:) < /(机+1)，for 1 < 2 < n - 1. Since J ] f{v)dy = 0 and / 0，there exists a 
V 
vertex v,, satisfying f(v,J < 0, and / K + i ) > 〇 .W i thou t loss of generality by 
replacing f w i th — / i f necessarily, we may assume 
- I ‘ r 
j<io ]>.i.Q 
For each 2,1 < 2 < n - 1, we define 
C. 二 1{{〜.,，/J G E{G) : l < j < z < k < n } . 
Let 
. Ch 
a = mm . „ , ^ ,、-
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Clearly, a > hg. Let V^={v G : f{v) > 0}，and we define 
‘ f { v ) i f v e V ^ , 
9 [ y ) = < 
0 otherwise. 
\ 
By Lemma 2.2，we have 
E /⑷ I： ( /( : ' )- /⑷） 
u〜力 
二 E 作 K 
E / W E E / M E ( / ⑷ - / ⑷ ） 
= E 作 K 
E ( / M - f { v ) ) ' + E f ( v ) 




— U〜V U〜V 
V u〜V 
We note that 
T M u 、 + "⑷)2 < 2 Y^ig'iu) + /⑷）=2 ^ g\u)d^. 







？ , > ? : 0 
〉 J >7； 
“ 2(E 彻 
'•>20 
— 口 !0 + l J.>': — 1 J>1 
'•>7.0 
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a2 hi =—> • 
2 - 2 
There is another lower bound of Ai in terms of JIQ. 
T h e o r e m 3.2 For any connected graph G, we always have 
Ai > 1 - \ l l - h l . 
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 3.1，we have 




+ 減 = 2 [ 9\承—Y.{g{u) — g晰) 
U〜V V u〜V 
we get 
E { g { u ) - 9 { v ) r E { 9 M + 9 { y ) r 
ppr — u〜V u 〜1) 
V u〜力 
( E l p ' M - r M I ) ' 
〉 U〜TJ 
~ (E (2 E - W J： 
V V V 
( E ⑷—p2(?」,+l)|C;:)2 
— i>iQ 
7 ' > 7 . 0 
机 + 1 ) - 偏 ) 心 巧 
〉 7-、 ^ 
7. > 7 . 0 
— a 2 
_ 2 — v r 
I which implies that 
I — 2 P ] / ' + a ^ < 0 . 
Thus 
Al > > 1 - v l^ — 2 1 — 一 • 
I 
Chapter 4 
Diameters and eigenvalues 
In this chapter, we wi l l study more refined methods of estimating the eigen-
values of graphs and manifolds in terms of diameters of graphs and manifolds. 
4.1 Some facts 
In a connected graph G, u and v are two vertices of G. We define the distance 
between u and v to be the minimal length of paths joining u and v, and define 
the diameter of G to be the maximal distance between any pair vertices of G. 
L e m m a 4 .1 For two distinct vertices u and v of graph G with n vertices , if for 
some polynomial Pt{jO) of degree t, we have 
then d{u, v) < t, where d{u, v) is the distance between v and u. 
Proof. By induction. It is obviously true for t = 1. Assume that it is true for 
力一1， for some integer t. We claim that it is true for t. 
Suppose 
P人 o = + Pt—八 C) 
27 
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where at G M, and at ^ 0. Since 
we have 
(1) Pt-i{jC)(u,v)^0 or (2) 
For (1)，by assumption we have d{u,v) < t - l . For (2)，we have 
Z 
which implies that there exists zq e V{G), such that 
and C{zo,v) + 0, 
thus d{u, Zq) < t - l , and 2：。〜” or 2：。二 v. 
Therefore, d{u, v) < 力，and the lemma is proved. • 
L e m m a 4.2 Let .xi, • • • , Xd+2 denote arbitrary vectors in d-dimension Eu-
clidean space. Then there are two of them, say, Xi, Xj {i + j ) such that ( x i , x j } > 
0. 
Proof. By induction, i t is true when d = 1. 
Assume that i t is true for {d - l )-dimension Euclidean space for some d > 1. 
Suppose {x-i,, Xj) < 0, for i,j = 1, - • • ,d + 2 and i + j . Let P be a hyperplane 
orthogonal to Xd+2： and let .t- be the projection of Xi on P for i = 1 ， … , d + l . 
Since ( . t,；,工牡2〉< 0, for 1 < 2 < 1, all vectors Xi, 1 < i < d-i-1, lie in the same 
half-space wi th respect to P. This implies that each of them can be represented 
in the form 
工 1. 二 + a^e, 
where a,； > 0 and e is a unit vector orthogonal to P. Then we have 
0 > { X R . X J ) —— (.T- + a.e, X- + a.〕E、=〈.t:;, .t;.〉+ A,AJ, 
which implies x'^) < 0, this is a contradiction. 
Thus, the lemma is true. • 
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4.2 Estimate the eigenvalues of graphs 
For two subsets X, Y of vertices in a graph G, the distance between X and 
Y , denoted by dist{X, Y), is defined by 
dist[X, Y) = min{c^(x, y) : x e X, y G ¥ } . 
A graph G is complete means that any two distinct vertices of G are adjacent. 
In Chapter 2, we had proved that i f a graph G on n vertices is not complete then 
the first eigenvalues is less than 1 and Ai + \ n - \ -
T h e o r e m 4.1 Suppose G is not a complete graph. For X,Y C V[G), and X 
• YJ we have 
1 / voiXvoiy 
b V voLYvoiy 丨 1 ,丨 1、 
dist{X, Y) < ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ I + 1 , 4.1 
L log i i：」 
where A = A i if A i + Xn~i < 2, and A = 1 — otherwise. 
Proof. For X C V{G), we define 
1 if G yY, 
f x i x ) = 
0 otherwise. 
\ 
Let (t)i denote an eigenfunction achieving A” for i = 0, • • - , n — 1, and {(pj] 
form an orthonormal basis. Clearly = - 5 = . Suppose 
V volO 
， = E 她， 
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we have 
which means that 
E fY{y)Pt{QT'/'fx{y) = E T””Y、y、E P勵,⑷了"Vx⑷〉o. y y ^ 
Hence there exist yo ^Y and xq e X, such that 
By Lemma 4.1，we have dist{xo,yo) < t. The theorem thus is true. • 
I f we choose X to be a vertex of G, and Y to be another vertex of G, then we 
immediately get the following corollary. 
C o r o l l a r y 4 .1 For a regular graph G on n vertices，suppose G is not complete, 
then 
DiG)< i f ^ + 1， 
where \ = \i if A i + A^ - i < 2, and A = 1 - 入 1—入 i otherwise, and D{G) is the 
diameter of G. 
T h e o r e m 4 .2 For a graph G on n vertices. Suppose G is not complete, then for 
X,Y C V{G), we have 
cosh-i 
dzst{X^Y) < //。二 lY + 1 . 
cosh-' ^ ^ ^ ^ 
An-l-Al 
Proof. In view of the proof of Theorem 4.1，we consider the Chebyshev poly-
nomials 
To{z) 二 1’ 
Tt^iiz) = 2zTt[z) — T,_ i (z) for integer t > 1. 
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k-l 
4.2，there are two distinct subsets Xi, X] 6 such that Pt{Xs)cLial > 0. 
s=l s s — 
In view of the proof of Theorem 4.1，we have 
k-l 
> + P从sKal + 
S=1 s>k 
Yo\X,YO\Xj \jYO\X,YO\XLYO\XJYO\X] 
- V O l G - ( 1 - 从 ^ ， 
which implies 
L l o g ^ J 
Therefore, the theorem is proved. • 
There is an estimate for the first nonzero eigenvalue in terms of diameter and 
volume. 
L e m m a 4.3 For a connected graph G with diameter D, we have 
Ai〉DvolG' 
Proof: Suppose / is a harmonic eigenfunction achieving Ai. Let VQ denote 
a vertex w i th \f{vo)\=m^x,\f{v)\. Since f satisfies I ： t h e r e exists a 
vertex uo such that f{vo)fiuo) < 0. Let P = (v丄’…，灼=u。) denote a 
shortest path in G joining VQ and UQ, where I is the length of the path. Then by 
(2.6) we have 
E ( / ⑷ - f { u ) f 
A 一 V 〜u 
V 
E { f { y ) - f { u ) f 
〉{、水户 
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4.3 The heat kernel of compact manifolds 
For a compact manifold M. I f dM 二 (j), the heat kernel p{x,y,t) of l\L 
工，y e M and t e R / i s defined to be the unique fundamental solution to the heat 
equation 
Ay iCT，2/，力）=0， （4.2) 
ot ‘ 
which satisfies 
l i m I p{x,y,t)g{y)dy = g{x), (4.3) 
“0 J M 
for a l l g e Ll{M). 
I f d M • 小 and the Dirichlet boundary condition is posed, the heat kernel of 
M IS defined to be the solution to the heat equation (4.2) which satisfies (4.3) for 
all g e Ll i ( M ) . I f dM ^ (b and the Neumann boundary condit ion is posed, the 
heat kernel of M is defined to be the solution to the heat equation (4.2) which 
satisfies (4.3) for all g e {f e L'l{M) : f f =〇}，where u is the outer normal 
direction along dM. 
There are two facts about the heat kernel: 
L e m m a 4 .4 For a compact manifold M without boundary, suppose p{x,y,t) is 
the heat kernel of M. Let be an etgenfunction achieving X” and {$,：} form an 
orthonormal basts m then 
oc 
p{x,仏 t) = Y^e-、t 聯 晰 
Proof. For fixed t and x, we write 
then 
J M 
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thus 
\ \ / 4 n 2 II fx II2II gy |2、9 
I f we choose / = g = 0。，then 
fo= fx^o = [ (PI 
Jx Jx 
II f x l|2= ( / = yTo, 
Jx 
and similar identities hold for g. Hence, after substituting f and g, we obtain 
Next we consider the general case k > 2 . For a function /，suppose 
CO 
7； = 0 
In view of the proof of the case of A; = 1, let 
^ i m i f j ) = / / P { x , y , t ) f { x ) f { y ) ^ { d x ) f i { d y ) , 
J XL J Xm 
then we have 
4 n ( / , / ) <11 f x , II2II fxm II2 e x p ( - — — Ao力）. (4.9) 
On the other hand we have 
/“/，/) > e-力“^ .^ + g e-、”lfr —已一、t 丨丨11,11 I I , . 
7；=1 
By Lemma 4.2, we may assume that 
M/，/)2e-A。V•仏e-人YJ2II /XJI2. (4.10) 
Comparing inequalities (4.9) and (4.10)，we get 
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Similar to the case A: = 1 we can choose a suitable t, then we obtain 
A, - Ao < — log 2 II f x i II2II gx饥"2 
- F b f 淑 . . 
Taking f = $〇，we have proved the theorem. • 
We remark that, i f either M has no boundary or M has boundary and the 
Neumann boundary condition is chosen then Aq = 0 and 二 ~ ~ ^ b v thp 
theorem above, we have 
^ . 4 f 2V{M) V Afc £ max log , 、 ) = , 









Harnack inequality and 
eigenvalues on homogeneous 
graphs 
5.1 Preliminaries 
We say F is a homogeneous graph w i th an associated group U , if the group 
^ acts on K ( r ) such that; 
(1): for all h E 佩 h{v)} e F(r) i f and only i f e 所r)， 
(2): for all u, v e V(r), there is ^n h e ^ such that h(u) = v. 
Clearly，a homogeneous graph F is regular, and there exists at least one subset 
A： C such that every edge can be wr i t ten as {7;, h(v)}, some ij e V(r), and for 
some h e JC We say /C is an edge generating set. I f H is an abelian group, then 
we call the graph F an abelian homogeneous graph. 
L e m m a 5.1 Let k denote the degree of an ahehan homogeneous graph T, then 
认ere exists an edge generating set /C, satisfying |厂| = k. 
Proof. Given an arbitrary vertex .0 G ^ ( F ) , suppose ?々 ，...，外 are its adja-
cent vertices. Let be an associated group of the abel.an homogeneous graph 
4 0 丨 
i • 
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r， t h e n there are g : , … ) g k such that giV。二叫，1 S 2 S k. 
We claim that JC = {gi, - ,gk} is an edge generating set of T. For any edge 
[v^ u] G E{T), suppose v is different to vq, there is g e ?i so that gvQ = v. By the 
definition of homogeneous graph we know that ggiVo, • • • , ggkVo are the adjacent 
vertices of v, which implies that u 二 ggiVQ = QiQVo = QiV for some I < i < k. 
Hence [v, u} — {v, gjv), and the lemma follows. • 
Let 5 be a subgraph of a graph F, we define the vertex-boundary 5S of S to 
be the set: 
We say S is strongly convex if F is a homogeneous graph and the edge gener-
ating set IC satisfies the following conditions: 
(1); For all a,b e JC, X e 5S, if ax, bx e S then we have ax 〜6.t; and 
(2): for all pairs of vertices u and v in S, all shortest paths joining u and 
V are contained in S. 
5.2 The Neumann eigenvalue of a subgraph 
Let S denote a finite induced subgraph of a homogeneous graph T. We define 
the Neumann eigenvalue of the subgraph S as follows: 
E ( / ⑷ - / ⑷ 
' " 尹 k Z P i v ) ^ ‘ (5.1) 
vGS 
where k is the degree in F, 5 = and the infimum ranges over all functions 
f : SU5S -^R sat is fy ing 
E / ⑷=0. 
v G S 
The following lemma wil l be useful m proving the Harnack inequalities. 
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L e m m a 5.2 For an abelmn homogeneous graph r with edge generating set K, 
consisting ofk generators, where k is the degree in F. Let S be an induced subgraph 
of r，and Xs be the Neumann eigenvalue of S. Suppose f is an etgenfunctwn 
achieving A5, then for v G S, we have 
聊 = I t s 则 - f — 、 = 
aGlC 
and for v e 5S, we have 
E - / M ) = 0. 
Proof: For an arbitrary function : Su5S let 
ves 
we define a new function 
9{y) = g(y} 一 
n 
where n = then 
= 0. 
veS 
Since / IS an eigenfunction achieving X： f{v) 二 0. Hence for all 6 g M we 
nave 
⑷ + 二 0. 
ves 
By the definition of A -^, we have 
E [(/⑷ + 咖 — i f i u ) + egiu))]'- > XskJ2{f{v) + 印⑷)2， 
which implies 
T A m - m Y - + 2 . X ： i n y ) - f i u ) M v ) - g i u ) ) ^ ^ 〜⑷—gM?-
^ XskYSf ⑷ + 2ef{u)g{v) + e'~g[v)). 
ves 
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Hence 
^ { f { v ) - f { u ) M v ) - 9 { u ) ) + 
ves 
For e — 0+, we have 
E ( 例 — < ^ s k ^ f ( v ) g ( v ) . 
{v,u}GS 
which implies 
E ( / ⑷ - /⑷胁)—越 > \ s k E f W { v ) . 
Similarly，for e — 0—, we obtain 
E ( / ⑷ 1 如 )） < ^skY^f{v)9'{v). 
Thus 
E (则-/⑷脚)-9 ' {u) ) = Xsk f { y ) 9 ' { y ) -
We choose g' such that for a fixed vertex ？,’。，g'ivo) = 1 and 0 otherwise. Thus if 
'^0 e 5, then we have 
E ( 制 - / ⑷ ) = W M ， 
VQ〜U 
which implies 
E 議 - / ( • ) ) = zW("o): 
gelC 
if "0 G ^S, then we have 
E (/⑷-/⑷)二0， 
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which implies 
E (/(^o) - f{gvo)) = 0. 
ge/C^gvoeS 
On the other hand, i t is easy to see that for VQ e S, we have 





Therefore, we can conclude the lemma is true. • 
5.3 The Harnack inequality 
In the section we wi l l prove the Harnack inequality of an abelian homogeneous 
graph or a strongly convex subgraph. 
T h e o r e m 5 . 1 In an abelian homogeneous graph F with edge generating set A： 
consisting of k generators, where k is the degree m T, let A he an eigenvalue of 
r , and g be an eigenfunction achieving X, then for all v e V ( r ) and any a> 2 
we have 
石 — g M ] ~ + cxAg^(v) < sup g'~(u). 
‘a^/C a ~ 2 uGV(r) 
Proof. Since g is an eigenfunction achieving A, then for all u e l / ( r ) we have 
汉 二 这刚-•)) 
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then 
尋 、 = ^ E E { - giav)? - [g{bv) - giabv)]'} 
heic aeic 
= - ^ Y l Y l - 9{ay) - 9{bv) + 9{abv)] ^ 
‘bGJC aelC 
2 
E [ " (W — 如 ) 一 " ( 如 ） + "(>如)] [ " (W — g—i 
bE/C aG/C 
9 _ _ ^ 
< _ "(肌）一 9{bv) + 9{abv)] [g{v) 一 g[av) 
be/c ae/c 
= ^ Y l i - 9{av) - g{bv) + g{bav)]} [g{v) — g{av) 
a£JC bGJC 
= 譬 [ [ " M l — 
aS/C 
where we have used the fact that F is an abelian homogeneous graph. However, 
咖 = 达 咖 - / M ] 
aex： 
2 __^  1 
= ； ⑷ [ “ ⑷ 一 " ( C ^ ” ) ] - - g{av)f 
aG/C ‘ A^K. 
‘aeJC 
Hence 
聊 、 + 〜\2"2(”)）< 2aAV(^) — ^ ^ ^ ^ b ( ^ ) — g(av)r^ 
AGJC 
for any positive a. 
Let 7；0 be a vertex satisfying; 
。 o 
等 0) + cvAV('yo) = + 
V 
then we have 
0 - 乙 ( 邵 ） — " ( 肌 + 邵）） 
at/C 
< 崎2(?'。)- •。)”， 
‘ A^K. 
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which implies 
1 V~r r , 、 2 2QA 9 
Z ^ b K ) - g{avo)] < 
a£lC 
for a >2. Thus, for all v E l / ( r ) , we have 
去 E [ " ( ” ) - " — ) ” +cv/\y(”） < i - g[avQ)f + a A V ( ^ o ) 
aGfC 
2aX 9 9 
Oi — z 
9a 
a： — z 
< 啊2⑷ 
CL — L u 
for any a > 2. The proof is completed. • 
Taking a = i , we get the following fact. 
C o r o l l a r y 5.1 In an abelian homogeneous graph F with edge generating set JC 
consisting of k generators, where k is the degree in let A be an eigenvalue of 
r； and g he an eigenfunction achieving then for all v G V ( r ) we have 
去 X ] [ "⑷ 一 < 8X sup g\u) 
RZ 
For a strongly convex subgraph, one can derive a similar Harnack inequal-
i ty for Neumann eigenvalue. 
T h e o r e m 5.2 Suppose S is a fimte strongly convex subgraph in an abelian ho-
mogeneous graph T with edge generating set /C consisting of k generators. Let 
/ : U 5 ^ R. denote an eigenfunction associated with eigenvalue X. Then the 
following inequality holds for v e S, g e JC and gv e S: 
[ / ⑷ - f { g v ) ? + k a X f i v ) < ^ sup f { u ) (5 9) 
Oi - Z ues 
for any a > 2. 
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P r o o f . Fo r v . u e S U d S , le t 
ii u = gv f o r some g £ JC^ we w r i t e 
W e cons ider 
乙歪g⑷=丢I][歪"⑷一歪乂一 
heic 
< \ [ ( / ⑷ — / M ) ' - ( / ( 虹 ) - / ( • ) ) ' ] + d E [ f \ v ) - / 2 ( h ] ， 
‘beic beK： 
since t he f i r s t t e r m 
‘be/c 
< I t . ( / ⑷ — / ( H - f{bv) + / ( • ) ) { f { v ) — f { g v ) ) 
‘bGlC 
- ^ E ( / ⑷ — / M — f{bv) + figbv))2 
‘bGlC 
^ 盒 { E [ / ⑷ - / ( M ] - E 陶 - / ( — ) ] } ( / ⑷ - f i g v ) 
beic beic 
< 2A [ / ( " ) — 刺 2 
and the second t e r m 
[尸⑷—/2(H] 
beic 
< 2 〜 \ { E [/⑷— f (bv) ] f {v) — Y \ j [ v ) 一 綱” } 
6G 尤 bPK： 
we have 
/：(1>力.）< 2aXkXf{v)—入(a — 2) YJJ〔V) 一 / ( ^ O J l 
B^.C 
I 
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Let {z, az] be an edge in S so that 
^aiz) = sup 
geK:,v,gveS 
Suppose 





i m - < 似） 
Q — z 
for a 〉 2 . In view of the proof of Theorem 5.1，we can get inequality (5.2). I t 
remains to prove equality (5.3). The proof consists of three cases. Let v be a 
vertex satisfying v 〜.z. 
Case 1: av e S and v e 5S. 
Let W = {b e JC ： bv e 5vr\ 5 } and w = |]/F|, by Lemma 5.2，we have 
•aM = [f{v)~f{av)Y~ + kaXf{v) 
W • ^ J 、川丄^ ZJ 
bGW^  hew 
^ 边 胸 - + 狗. 
Since av and bv are both adjacent to 化 we have bv 〜肌’，for 5 is a strongly 
convex subgraph. Thus, 
bGW 
where g e JC and av 二 gbv. 
Case 2: av G 6S and v e S. 
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Let 二 {6 G /C : G 6av n S } and w 二 |W>'|，then 
^a(^) = [ f { v ) - f { a v ) ] ' + k a X f { v ) 
= [ f { v ) - - y f { a b v ) ] ' + k a X f { v ) 
bew 
< - y [ f { v ) - f { a b v ) ] ' ^ k a X f { v ) 





Case 3: v, av G 6S. 
Let 
Wi = {beJC:bv e S, bav e S} 
W2 = {beK::bve S, bav 车 5 } 
S, bav G S} 
and lUi = Wi, w 二 wi + W2 -h 犯3. Since v 〜z, there exists 6。G 厂 so that 
z = boll, thus 60 € yJi 0. We may assume luo < W3, and let W^ C with 
= 1U2 and = W3 \ Let tt be a bijection wi th b e W2 — 7r{b) e W3: 
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We consider 
歪aM = [ f { v ) - f { a v ) ] ' + k a X f { v ) 
‘ 1 1 >1 2 
= i 7 y ] f M ; ~ ~ y " f(abv) I + kaXf(v) 
Wi -f W2 ^ Wi + W'^ ^ 、 ^ J \ ) 
^ 丄 ]h^w^ 〔"1 卞山2 bewo b^ew^ 
+(—)1(一3)[ ^  ^ 綱一释))+ E E (胸-
N 2 
fiah'v))] i + kaXf{v) 
J 
^ … 3 ) “ " 1 + " 2 ) E (胸-/(—)2 
+K+奶）E ( 八 虹 ） — + E E ( / ( H — /(‘州2 
fcGH/2 bevvi b'ew^' 
+ E E ( / ( M — f m r } + 
hew. b'ew- 如1 + 购 
bewi 
+ 1] I ] ^ YL 歪(如，gA)} 
beWi b'ew^' beW2 b'ew^' 
I t is clear that 
for b e VFi. 
Next, we wi l l prove 
(1): <^{bv, 7r{b)v) < for b e PI/2, 
(2): $(67;, ab'v) < for b G e W'^^ 
(3): ah'v) < for b 6 e W^. 
To prove (1)，we need the following two facts: 
Fact 1. hv 〜z and bv ~ az, for b G W2. 
I 
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Proof. Since bv, z are adjacent to v and z,bv e S,v e 6S, we know that 
bv 〜 f o r S is strongly convex, which implies ahv 〜az. Since bv is adjacent to 
abv, we get bv 〜az. 
Fact 2. ab'v 〜z and ah'v 〜az, for h' G W^ 
Proof. Since av 〜az and ah'v 〜av, we have ab^v 〜az, which implies 
b'v 〜z. Furthermore, we know that ah'v 〜b'v) hence，ab'v 〜z. 
Wi th the two facts above, we claim that: 
The value of f[lyu) or f{ab'v) is in between the values of f { z ) and f(az), 
for b e W2, h' G W^. 
Proof. We may assume that f { z ) > f{az) and f { z ) > 0. Suppose 
/ ( H > f(^), then ^(bv, az) is larger than this is a contraction. Similarly, 
f [ a z ) < f { a h ' v ) < f { z ) . 
From all the arguments above, we can conclude that (1) is true. 
To prove (2), we need only the following fact: 
Fact 3. bv - ah'v for b G V^i and b' e W!^. 
Proof. Since ah'v 〜av and av 〜ahv, we have ab'v 〜ahv. Hence 
b'v 〜bv. On the other hand, ab'v 〜b'v. Therefore, ab'v 〜bv. 
By the definition of the proof of (2) is completed. 
To prove (3), we need the following facts: 
Fact 4. bv 〜 〜 a z for b e W2； 
Fact 5. ab'v 〜z, oh'v 〜az, for h' e 
The proof of (3) is similar to the proof of (1), and wil l be omitted here. 
Smce (1), (2) and (3) are true, and by using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we 
have 
Thus, the proof of the theorem is completed. • 
Taking a = 4, we obtain the following corollary. 
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C o r o l l a r y 5.2 Suppose S is a finite strongly convex subgraph in an abelmn ho-
mogeneous graph T with edge generating set JC consisting of k generators. Let 
f ： 5S\J S he an eigenfunction achieving the Neumann eigenvalue X of S. 
Then forveS,geJC and gv e S, we have 
^ uGS 
5.4 A lower bound of the first non-zero eigen-
value 
Using the Harnack inequality, one can get a lower estimate for an abelian 
homogeneous graph or for a strongly convex subgraph of an abelian homogeneous 
graph. 
T h e o r e m 5.3 The first non-zero eigenvalue X, of an abelmn homogeneous graph 
r satisfies 
A i 〉 丄 
- 8 k D ^ 
—现 D 'IS the diameter ofT and k is the degree m P. 
Proof. For an eigenfunction g achieving A, w i th sup = 1，suppose v。is 
a vertex such that = 1 Since 二 there exists a vertex uo 
satisfies 9{vo)giuo) < 0. “ 
Suppose P = ( t ' o , 巧 , VI = uo) IS a shortest path jo in ing ？々  and uo. I t is . 
clear that / < D. We note that \ 
i - i I 
N = E["⑷ 巧+i)]2 i 
I 
> ]{9{vo) - g{u,)f \ 
> i : 








Harnack inequality and 
eigenvalues on compact manifolds 
In the previous chapter , we had proved the Harnack inequality, and obtained 
lower estimates for the first non-zero eigenvalue of abelian homogeneous graphs 
and their strongly convex subgraphs. In this chapter, we wi l l get a lower estimate 
for the first non-zero eigenvalue of a compact manifold wi th some conditions, 
and a lower estimate for the Neumann eigenvalue of a compact manifold wi th 
convex boundary. The method depends on the gradient estimates for the first 
eigenfunctions. The results are from Li-Yaii, and the results on homogeneous 
graphs are motivatal by these results. 
6.1 Gradient estimate 
For an n-dimensional compact manifold M wi th or without boundary, let A 
be an eigenvalue of M. We assume that the Ricci curvature R ic (M) of M is 
bounded below by —(n — l)k, A: > 0, then we can get the following theorems. 
T h e o r e m 6 . 1 For an n-dimensional compact manifold M without boundary, let 
A he an eigenvalue of the Laplace operator on M. Suppose f denotes an eigen-
54 
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function acMevmg A. If R i c ( A / ) > - { n l ) k , k > 0, then for all x G M, and 
j j , > 1, we have 
|V/( . t ) | -^ < 4 ( n - l ) {fj.sup f - f { x ) ) ' \ 
Proof: For > 1, we consider the function 
(工）一（Azsup / - / ( .T ) )2 . 
Suppose XQ is a point such that 
F{xo) 二 sup_F(y). 
yeM 
Let (ei，62，…，fin) be an orthonormal frame at xq, then at Xq 
VF = 0 and A F < 0. 
Hence 
，+ 7^^ =。, (6.1) 
and 
们 , . h f 沖 n ' E h 4 
¥ 店 + ¥ 力力 " + ( . s u p / - / ) ‘ (6.2) 
'•J '-J 
Choosing a suitable frame, we may assume that = 0 for a > 1, and 
fi = I V / l + 0, then from (6.1) we have 
V f 2 
/ i i + ——77 = 0. (6.3) " s u p / - f 
We note that 
二 Y J ] [ h 〕 + R.〕fi) 
3 
j 
= - ( A + ( n - 1)A:)|V/|2. (6.4) 
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Subst i tut ing (6.3), (6.4) into (6.2), we obtain 
Since 
a〉l a>l 
= ； / n ) 2 
〉 f n (A /)2 
— 2 { n - 1) n - l 
= 1 |V/|4 X〒 
= 2 ( n — 1 ) ( " s u p / —/ )2 — ^ ， 
we have 
^ r ^ T 丨 f 、 9 - ^ - (A + (n - 糊 • / 『 — 侧 2 / < 0 
2(n —1) ( / i s u p / —/ )2 n - l 、 、 " 」 厂 s u p / — / 一 ， 
which implies that at xq, 
。，1 - (A + (n 一 l)/c + ^ _ ) F ^ < 0 
Solving the inequality above for F(XQ), we get 
n ^ o ) < { n - l ) ( x + i n - l ) k ^ X f 〉 乂 \ 
\ sup / - / ( .To)/ 
+ J \ ( n — 1) f A + (n - DA: + 糊 ] ] \ ^ J ^ F ^ H Z 
V L V " ‘ s u p f — f { x o ) J J ( " s u p f 一 /( .To))2 
< ( n - l ) f , \ + (n — l)A: + _ 驰 ) _ ) 
V " s u p / — /(.To) 乂 
+ - 1 ) A + (n — 1)A: + X f j x o ) _ _ + ^ ___Xfjxo) 
" s u p / — /(.To) fisupf - /(.To) 
< 2max<f(n — + l)/c + ⑷ _ _ ) 
I \ "sup/ — /(.To)乂 
+ (n—1) ,\ + ( n — l ) A : + A / f a ) _ _ ./ol- X 胸 ] 
“ s u p f — /(.To) ‘ jii sup f — /(.To) J 
< l ) ( A + ( n — 1 ) “ I _ _ M . _ I ) 
V j " s u p / - / I J ， 
J 
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and this completes the proof of the theorem. • 
Theorem 6.2 For an n-dimensional compact manifold M with convex boundary， 
let A be an eigenvalue of the Laplace operator on M with the Neumann boundary 
condition. Suppose f is an eigenfunction achieving A. If R i c ( M ) > —[n — l ) k , 
then for all x G M’ and fi > l,we have 
|V/(.t)P < 4 ( n - l ) { n - l ) k - X + 二 ; — J ("sup/ —/⑷尸. 
Proof. Suppose F, xq are defined as above, let (e：, • • •，e j be an orthonormal 
frame at XQ. Clearly the inequality is true for | V / ( . to) | = 0，hence we only consider 
the case |V/(a:o)| + 0. In view of the proof of Theorem 6.1, i t suffices to show 
that Xq 朱 dM. 
Let y be the outer normal direction along dM. We assume that .tq G dM, 
then at tq 
0 < 丨丨 , 
V M s u p / - / 
二 f i f i i ^ 
i 
= [ f a f i i ^ (a = 1, • • • ,n - 1). 
a 
I f /la/3, 1 < a, < n, are the second fundamental form elements of dM, then 
fccu = e^e^f - Ve^e^/ 
二 -Ve^^^eJ 
二 — X^ 〈Veae…e々 〉e0/ 
— — ^ ' a p f p 
.3 
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where in the second equality, we have used the Neumann boundary condition. 
Thus at .To 
- ^ hcpfpfa > 0， 
aP 
this is a contradiction to the convexity of dM and the theorem thus is true. • 
There is another form of the gradient estimate for a non-constant eigenfunc-
tion. 
T h e o r e m 6.3 For an n-dimensional compact manifold M without boundary, let 
A be an eigenvalue of the Laplace operator on M. Suppose f is an eigenfunction 
corresponding to A. If Ric(M) > 一(n — l)k, k > 0, and are any two 
constants so that /？^  > sup ( a + / ) 〜 t h e n for all x G M, we have 
⑷|2 < ：叩 p + (几-1)春-(a + f _ + A(a + f { y ) ) f { y y 
一 yeM L 
T h e o r e m 6.4 For an n-dimensional compact manifold M with convex boundary, 
let A be an eigenvalue of the Laplace operator on M with the Neumann boundary 
condition. Suppose f is an eigenfunction corresponding to A. If R i c ( M ) > 
—(n — l ) k , k > { ) , and a , p are any two constants so that 〉 s i i p ( a + f f , then 
for all X G M，we have 
|v / ( .x)p < nip P + ( 几 — 1 ) 響 — f _ + • + f { y ) ) f { y y 
一 yeiM L fP 
The proofs of the two theorems are similar to those of the two previous theo-
rems, and we only need to consider function 
= = 剛 丨 ' 
I 
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6.2 Lower bounds for the first non-zero eigen-
value 
We wil l use the theorems above to estimate the first non-zero eigenvalue Ai of 
the Laplace operator on an n-dimensional compact manifold M with Ric(A/) > 
一(n - l ) k , k>0. 
T h e o r e m 6.5 For an n-dimensional compact manifold M without boundary, let 
he the first non-zero eigenvalue of the Laplace operator on M, and d be the 
diameter of M. If R i c ( M ) > —(n - l ) k , k > 0 , then 
A 〉 + + 
1 - 2(n - • 
Proof. Suppose f is an eigenfunction achieving Ai. We may assume sup / = 1. 
For /i〉1，by Theorem 6.1, we have 
|7/(工)|2 < 4(n — l ) [ (n — l)k + A： + 一 f { x ) ) \ 
,,一 1 
which implies 
• 一 n-1) “告)]* 
Let yo be a point with f{yo) 二 1. Since /似 / = •，there exists y so that 
/ ( y ) = 0. Let 7 be a shortest geodesic joining y。and y, and suppose the length 
of 7 IS /. Integrating both sides of the inequality above along 7, we get 
Since 
[丨⑷丨=广MiiflMfL 
人 “L — m Jo ,力 - /(7⑷） 
> ['-〈•/(?⑷)，7Z⑷〉,, 
—Jo /i - f b { s ~ 
= - /(7 ⑷川 I) 
= l o g ~ ^ ， 
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we have 
log — < [4(n - l)((n — l)k + 去式 
M mu — 1 
which implies 
/i — l)d? - r , 」 
Let t = •，then t > l A o i i i > 1. Thus 
I t is easy to see that the right hand side of the inequality above achieves its 
maximal when t 二 exp [1 + (1 + 4(n — and the theorem follows. • 
T h e o r e m 6 .6 For an n-dimensional compact manifold M with convex boundary, 
/e亡 Ai he the first non-zero eigenvalue of the Laplace operator on M with the 
Neumann boundary condition, and d be the diameter of M. If Ric{M) > —(n — 
A: > 0, then 
\〉exp—[1 + (1+4(72 — 1)2^/2幻全. 
Proof. For an eigenfunction f corresponding to Ai wi th sup / 二 1，since 
Jm / = 0，there exists y G M so that f { y ) = 0. Let ijo be a point wi th / (如 )= 1， 
and 7 be a shortest geodesic joining y and yo. Then 7 is contained in M , for DM 
IS convex. Similar to Theorem 6.2, the theorem follows. • 
T h e o r e m 6 .7 For an n-dimensional compact mamfold M without boundary, let 
入 1 已仇已 first non-zero eigenvalue of the Laplace operator on NL and d be 
力Ae dmmeter of M. If Ric(M) > —(n — k > 0, then 
—2 
I.n, particular, if Ric(M) ,is non-negative, 
一 2 
Ai > 
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Proof. For an eigenfunction f achieving Ai w i th sup / = 1，by Theorem 6.3, 
for all X e A/, we have 
“、2 / 「(Ai + [n - l)k){p' - ( a + /(y))2) + Ai(a + f { y ) ) f { y ) ] 
|V / ( .T ) r < sup ^^ 
yeM L P 」 
「等 2 — + + + + 
= s u p 
y^M L “ 」 
Taking a 二 0 ， = t，力〉1，then we get 
i.e 
V^力2 - 尸 ( _ T ) — 
Suppose Xq, Xi G M so that /( . tq) = 1, f { x i ) = 0, and let 7 be a shortest 
geodesic jo ining xq and Xi. Integrating both sides of the inequality above along 
7, then we have 
arcsin - < [丨•制丨=< [Ai + (n 一 l ) k ] i d . 
力 — A 小 1 - 尸 ⑷ — L 
Let 力一 1, we get 
this proves the theorem, • 
T h e o r e m 6.8 For an n-dimensional compact w, am fold M with convex boundary: 
let Ai be the first non-zero etgenvalue of the Laplace operator on M with the 
Neumann boundary condition, and d be the diameter of M. If R i c ( A / ) > —(n — 
l ) k , k > 0 , then 
Ai + (n —1)A: ‘ 
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Proof. I t follows from Theorem 6.4. • 
We remark that, for a compact manifold M wi th non-negative Ricci curvatrue, 
Zhong-Yang[l6] got a more precise result, Ai > 妄. 
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value such that 
^ dy > ^ dy. 
f{v)<Po f{v)>Po 
Then 
( E 1/⑷—/⑷丨2) * > V ^ ^ min ( \ f { v ) — A I X ) ^ 
n 〜u 、 V 
where a = ^ . 
0—2 
The reader is referred to [9 . 
7.1 The heat kernel of a graph 
In a graph G w i th n vertices, let pi be the projection to the 2th eigenfunction, 
then we can express the Laplacian of G as 
n - l 
7； = 0 
We define the heat kernel Kt of G as follows: 
Kt 二 
i 
Since pi is the projection to the zth eigenfunction, we have pi'p] 二 0 if 2 
and pI = pi for any s e Thus 
Kt. 二 E(l-入：力 + 學 — 
i • 
V " / X - , (M'Pif 、 
= 灼 - + ^ ) 
i ‘ 
i I 7: 
=7 — "+&1>办:)2 —… 
i 
= I + —— 
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In particular, 
Ko 二 I . 
There are some properties of the heat kernel of a graph G. 
L e m m a 7.1 For v, u G V{G), we have 
(1) = 
7: 
where (pi is an eigenfunction achieving and form, an orthonormal basis. 




(3) For f : V{G) -> M 
Kt 綱 = Y M v , u ) f H . 
u 
(4) Kt satisfies the heat equation 
i i K t 二 屬 . 
(5) 
Kt[v^u) > 0. 
(6) 
K t T h = T h . 
Proof. { l )We know that p.cj), = cp, and ,p永=0 i H + j , thus for all tj e V(G), 
we get 
A:乡7:0) = (pi.(v) and = 0 、i 毕 j ) . 
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Let pi{v) denote the v-th row and pr{v, u) denote the {v, entry, then the two 
equalities above imply that 
u 
and 




which implies that 
Pi{y-:U) = (D 如、(pdu). 
Therefore 
K丄V,…二 Y^ 已一、tpdv, u) 二 
i I 
(2) By the definition of the heat kernel we have 
KaKt—a 二 e-Q二e — " - " )乙= e —广乙 . 
Hpikv 
八 - , ( r . a) = ^ h ' a i r . — “ : , a). 
Since K. IS a symmmic matrix, u t luwe 
八 = ^ U)KL{IL. V) 二 J Y J < 、 “ : U ) F . 
” ti 
(3) and (-1 j are ohvio旧ly rnie. 
I 
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(5) follows from the facts that 
Kt = 乙） 
and [I -C){v,u) > 0 for a l l u,ue V{G). 
(6) We know that t H is an eigenfunction corresponding to Aq = 0. thus 
KtTh = = poTh = T h . 
i 
Using the properties about the heat kernel, we can obtain some inequalities 
which wi l l be used to derive a lower estimate for the eigenvalues of a graph. 
L e m m a 7.2 For all v G V{G), let [5 be the smallest number such that 
Then we have 
d … 、 （(5 — 1 ) 2 / p /A,主(IV)) • \ J 
瓦 拟 ” ( 7 . 1 ) 
where a = 
0 — 1 
Proof. By Lemma 7.1(1) and (4), we have 
U 
= — ^ K‘{v, u)£K^ {v, u) 
u 
= - j y 〈 认 V , 皿 K 咖,u) 
U 
二 — I]八,全(仏以)I] T - ^ u , u)L{u) iu)T-i{iu, iu)Kt (w, u) 
U W 
u - 二 氣 乂 氣 V ^ ‘ J 
— K 如 
二 「 v ^ V ^ / ‘ 
Kt {u,v) 
We consider ^ as a function of u with fixed 7;, then by the remark above, 
we obtain inequality (7.1). 
i 
I 
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L e m m a 7 .3 For v G V{G), we have 
f f K t ( v , u ) Y /— a- ^ f K t i v ^ u ) \ 2 
where a 二 g and ,3 are the same as m L e m m a 7.2. 
Proof. For a fixed v, we define another number as follows 
n> = V ^ 
P — ^ ， 
then by Lemma 7.1(6), we have 
/ Ki{v,u) \ 
V - 昨 u 二 - " v o l G 
u \ V / u — 
二 我 - P、o\G 
二 0. 
Let = iz： > and N: 二 : ^ ^ < p, , then 
L J V 
ueNv y u / 妬队 + \ vc^n / 
( , Kt_(y,u)\ 
= 2 } _ - d 
二「V 氣 乂 
< 2 ["心 
二 9 遲 V d 
- volG L 
uG.'V-
< W l 
r f … f 八-;“,’"） J r K, (vm) ] 
Let' •仏 二 > 込} and M- 二 ( i r < " j . We claim that 
r cL > 
/ J “ — 9 
Suppose the inequality above is not true, then we have 
[ C L , l < [ ‘ 
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Ktiv,u) 
Let 00 = sup ^ , then 
ueM-
E E ‘ 
K t (v,u) K t (u,u) 
there is a contradiction to the definit ion of 6, for 3。< 6. Hence 
u 
ueMC' ueM- ‘ 




— 2 ' 
From all the arguments above we have 
j p\KL、”、U) ； 一 
[ \ ~ 7 s r 一 象 二 存 … 意 
^ ‘ U 
< 2^/7” i j y 、 ^ ^ 
U 
=’3v々人.. (7.3) 
Nexr. we consider r,u'o functions / , . defined as follows: 
A':(?；. U) . 
人.⑷二 ——‘3 f a j ^ . 
,、 八、（"，… 转 。—） 
V CLu 
Let P = a - I. and (/ = 转 . r h e i i by Hoders ineciiiality. v/e have 
• fi ’: 
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which implies 
/ „ KL{V,U) ^ \ ^ / „ Kt{v,u) \ ^ 
E 4 E - f ^ ‘ 、 
/ V V / 
命 . (7.4) 
Combining (7.3) and (7.4), we have proved the lemma. 
7.2 Lower bounds for eigenvalues 
Using the inequalities above, we can obtain a lower estimate for the eigenvalues 
of a general graph. 
T h e o r e m 7.1 For a graph G, let A爪，be the {m + eigenvalue, then we have 
、” te)*’ 
where C is a constant depending only on 5 and Cs-
Proof. For a fixed vertex v e V{G), by Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 7.3，we have 
d , \ f(5- 2)2 / „ IKL{V,U) \ ^ \ J 
- ( 3 身 、 
On the other hand, since 
/ K t { v , u) \ 
？ 小 = 。 ’ 
we get 
W ^ i ^ ； ( K 咖,u) y 
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Therefore 
d 1)2 / f K t i v ^ u ) \2 
= ( ‘ ^ { k I { v , u ) - 2 0 ' K . [ v , « ) y d ： + { P ' f d ^ ] 
\ U \ - )) 
(3 身 
= - 加 ) - ( " , ) 2 V O 1 G ) 、 ( 3 身 
this implies 
基 (拟” ) -嘉 = )-态广基礼(”） 
where we have used the fact 1 — 2 — 二一辜 
a 0 ‘ 
Thus, 
V voiG； P " ) V voiGy 
which implies 
八 ， ) Y O \ G —力舍‘ 
where Q 二 95'Hcj{5 — 1 ) ) " ^ Taking the summation over all vertices of G on 
both sides of the inequality above, we have 
V ^ r^ f 、 … Q v o I G 
十.) 
V ‘ ‘ -
We note that 
u V I I 
i 
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then we have, 
This implies that 
me—U < me-^-' + V e—、" < V e—、t < Q v o l C ^ 
thus 
pXm t 
m < C ' M G — . 
U 
Now, we consider the function 
pX-m't 
m = V . 
n 
I t is easy to see that f { f ) achieves its min imal when t = ^^ therefore we have 
1入M ， 
9 
, e U /OA p\ f 
m < i n f ( 7 > l ( 7 — = C > o l G ， 
t t2 \ 0 J 
this implies 
5 f m \ ^ 
Am 〉 
. — 2 e \ C ' s Y o \ G ) 
_ 5 / m \ ^ 
- 2 e ( q ) i V ^ y . 
Let C 二 TT；!;；!"，namely，C = C j ^ ^ , , then we have proved the theorem 
Chapter 8 
Estimate the eigenvalues of a 
compact manifold 
In the chapter, we wi l l discuss a method estimating the general eigenvalues 
from below of a compact manifold. 
Before we proceed, we first introduce two lemmas 
L e m m a 8。1 Let M be a compact mamfold with diameter d. For each 0 < r < 
d) there exists a collection of geodesic halls {Bi(r)}=(i厂）so that they satisfy the 
following properties. 
(i) U,Bi(r) cover M, 
(ii) 门 Bj(专)IS a set of rn^easure zero for % + j , 
( i i i ) for X G M，there are at most 
( s i n h ( t a / ^ ) \ P = 3 2——、二 ) \ 
halls which contain x, where K, < 0 'is the lower hound of the sectional 
curvature of M. 
Proof. For 0 < r < d, there exists a maximal point set D = {.t,, • • • , Xm{r)} 
such that for any two different points x^, Xj e D the distance between .t, and Xj 
73 
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is at least r . I f we choose the collection of geodesic balls {B^^. then it is 
easy to see that {B:^ ，:(r)}i"^ (i"") satisfies properties (i-ii) of the lemma. For a point 
•T G M, the number of geodesic balls which contain x is the same as the number 
of points Xi's contained in the geodesic ball B.^(r). By the comparison theorem 
and l i f t ing 6工(厂）to the tangent space at .t, it reduces to counting the number of 
points wi th Euclidean distance 
T y f ^ 
s i nh r v^^^ 
apart that can be fitted into the Euclidean ball of radius 1. A simple counting 
argument gives (iii). 
L e m m a 8.2 For e > 0, and m G there exists a collection of geodesic halls 
satisfying 
(i) UBi(r,；) covers M, 
(11) 
(iii) there exists an r such that r < r,； < r + e for all I <i <m. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 8.1. For a given number m G if there exists 0 < 
so that m(r ' ) = m, then the collection of geodesic balls satisfies 
properties (i-iii) of the lemma obviously. If not, then there exists 0 < r < d such 
that for arbitrary small 0 < < r , we have m(r ) = m: < m < m) = m{r — 6). 
We consider {B,:(r)}?二. Clearly, 
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Since m('r - 8) > m, there exists at least a number t such that 
E{t - 1) = M 
E{t) + M, 
and we let t。denote the smallest number satisfying the equalities above. Thus 
for f/ > to, there exists a maximal set of points 二i on M — E { f / ) w i th the 
distance between i/i and y j , i ^ j , at least r — 5. I t is easy to see that there exists 
亡'> to such that / + m i > m. We choose m — mi points of then we obtain 
a collection of geodesic balls 
E{to - 1) UZT ^vAr-S). 
Since for = , m - mi,i ^ = 1, • • •，mi, 
(宇 )n B巧 ( ¥ ) ) =0 
and 
for any given e > 0, we can choose 6 such that 
T* — r) T — n 
and 
< 6 . 
Therefore, the collection satisfies properties (i-ii i) and the lemma follows. 
8.1 An isoperimetric constant 
In a compact manifold A/, let d be the diameter of M , and let Bp(r) be a 
ball w i th radius r < d and center pG A/. We define the isoperimetric constant 
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I I (Bp(r)) by 
二 r A { d M , n d M , n M r ) ) 1 
、 P 、 h — L m : n { y ( M i ) n Bp(5), V{M,) n Bp(§)}_ 
where t he i n f i m u m is taken over al l decompos i t i ons B p ( ^ ) = M 1 U M 2 w i t h 
Mo) = 0. S i m i l a r to the isoper imet r ic cons tan t I ( iV/ ) def ined i n [15]，we can ob ta i n 
some p ropos i t i ons abou t E ( B p ( r ) ) . 
P r o p o s i t i o n 8 .1 
「 Vf 1 
I(Bp(r))=inf ~:Bp(r) _ _ 
i n f / b r) f-P\ 
L卢eRJBp(i) J “ J 
where the infimum, is taken over all functions f e i^i，i(Bp(r)). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 8.2 For any f e i;/i,2(Bp(r)) satisfying /丑“。f = 0，we have 
I | v / p > M / 尸. 
^Bp(r) 4 7Bp(f) 
P r o p o s i t i o n 8.3 Let M he a compact manifold. Consider the ball Bp(r) c M 
• 仇 ^ Define G = s u p e x p [ / J (—表 K{(7'{s))s'^ds)df], where a ranges 
a 
over all mmvmal geodesic segments with length I < r , K{a\s)) is the Rica, cur-
vature of M in direction cj'{s) and a(0) E Bp(§). Then we have 
H 剛 ) > 樣(i)) 一 
'^here a〔n - 1) is the mlume of the unit n — 1 sphere m ST'. 
There is a l emma wh ich w i l l be useful i n es t ima t ing the eigenvalues. 
L e m m a 8 .3 Let M he a compact w.amfold. The ball Bp ( f ) has volume hounded 
below by either 
； 
i 
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or 
where 
C — inf 舉 r 
where the mfimum is taken over all codimenswn-1 submamfolds N which divide 
M into Ml and M). 
Proof. Suppose . 
then 
for all t < I. Thus, 
鳴 ⑴ — 。 . 
Integrating both sides of the inequality above, we have 
遽 < n A{dB,{t))忠 
2 — Jo 
二 n l n M ) l d t 
Jo V^B 洲？ 
Therefore, this completes the proof. 
8.2 A lower estimate for the ( m + l ) - s t eigenvalue 
T h e o r e m 8.1 For an n-dimensional compact manifold M, let d he the diameter, 
(5 he the radius of convexity and K < 0 he the lower bound of the sectional curvature 
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of M. Suppose Xm IS the {m + l)-st eigenvalue of M with m>2. Then 
； 
. f 广 l ) ] * ( m i n { 2 盒， 
C = mm < — ： ^ ， 
I V 2(2奸5+去)n + T T ^ G Q / 
f Co(min{2盒，1}) V l ^ ( d y ^广 
where CQ is the same constant are defined as in L e m m a 8.3 and 
「厂d , 1 厂t \ ‘ 
GQ = s u p e x p / ——r / K{(j'{s))s^ds dt , 
<y Uo \ i Jo J J 
where a and K{a\s)) defined as in P ropos i t i on 8.3. 
Proof. For e > 0, m G Z^, by Lemma 8.2, there exists a collection of geodesic 
balls which satisfies properties (i-iii) of Lemma 8.2. Let e ^  0, then 
we may assume that r^ = r for i = 1, • • • , m. Let Oi be the characteristic function 
on for i 二 1，…，m, and let f j be an eigenfunction achieving the eigenvalue 
A^ -, j = 0, • • • , m. Solving the equation system 
m, 
〈J^"。/?，么〉=0, (？； 二 1，…，m), 
j=0 




= 1, • • •，m). 
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Hence 
mm 广 < ^ ~ ~ — 似 L P - I M ^ ' 
m 
j 二0 
= J m ^ 
m 
< \ Zz? 
-
= X m . (8.1) 
On the other hand, from Proposition 8.2, Proposition 8.3 and Lemma 8.3, for 
any f G 丑口⑴！⑷）satisfying J ^ f = 0, we have 
either 
[ ！ ^ _ _ _ y f f2 
or 
[|V/|2> ^ V [ ,2 
人 例 — 奸 3 n ” . - — l}rGoJ 人：⑷ , . 
For a given point .T G M, let P be the maximal number of balls which 
contain x, and then 
p 二 
— . • 
Summing over i on both sides of the inequalities above，we obtain 
？ L ” h : L , (8.2) 
where 
. / f V- / Co 
山，=mm < — ^ I /o o\ 
U 8 ( 2 r ) " - i a ( n - l ) G o y ‘ ~ l)rGo J J . (8.3) 
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Let T be the upper bound of the sectional curvature of M . Since e 0 bv 
* yj 
Lemma 8.2，we get 
"I r^ 
寧 ） > ma�n — {sm綱r-'dt 
> . • (几 — y 。 (sm 綱 
pxmin{2A,l}广si l l ( 亡 工 几 ^ 
=ma{n - 1) / f^—^dt 
Jo V 力 J 
, 、（min{2 今，1})打 
> m a n - 1 -——^ r^ , 
where we have used the fact 
Thus, we have 
r _ • (8.4) 
Put t ing inequality (8.4) into equality (8.3), we have 
cj > mm < — — , ^ “ 
— I V y ‘ 
/ Co(min{2盒，l})m去 




P U + 几 i i ^ i ^ G 。 J ‘ 
f Co(min{2l,l}) y ) 
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